YOU’RE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT

A Surgical Helmet System with advanced protection and maximum comfort that lets you perform in your OR environment.
YOUR PERSONAL OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

At Zimmer, we understand the challenges you face in the OR because we’re in the OR with you.

That’s why we’ve teamed up with Surgeons and Nurses to develop a Surgical Helmet System based on what you care about most: Comfort and Protection.

The Zimmer® TotalShield™ Surgical Helmet System is engineered to deliver the Comfort you crave, and the Protection you demand.

Finally, the Surgical Helmet System you’ve been waiting for…

QUIET FAN
Quietly delivers cool air

COMFORT
Dual-adjustable headband allows you to customize your helmet fit

STRONG
Built for strength and durability

BRIGHT LED
Bright LED light provides untethered performance

BALANCE AND STABILITY
Ergonomically engineered with a center of gravity designed to improve balance and stability

Expanded Field of View
TotalShield Helmet’s open frame design expands your field of view to 190 degrees reducing visual restriction

Extended Battery Life
TotalShield Battery has over 10 hours of run-time from its single Li-ion battery – giving you peace of mind in your operating environment.

• Single Li-Ion Rechargeable Battery
• Your choice of 10- or 20-hour battery life
• Built-in battery life indicator where each light represents 20% of battery life remaining
STAY COOL AND COMFORTABLE
- 8 precisely located air flow ports distribute cool air to keep you comfortable no matter how long the procedure
- 6 adjustable fan speeds allow you to control your comfort
- Quiet fan delivers cool air, without distracting noise

MAXIMIZE YOUR PROTECTION
- Hood and Toga material in critical zones and non-critical zones passes AAMI Level 3 testing
- AAMI Level 3 protects against infectious body fluids and harmful microorganisms

UNMATCHED BREATHABILITY
- Engineered so you stay cool and protected while you work
- Large vent on the top of the hood and toga allows hot air to escape

SIMPLE TO USE
- Designed for ease of donning and doffing

Disclaimer: The AORN Seal of Recognition was awarded to Zimmer’s TotalShield Surgical Helmet System’s product support materials on February 10, 2014, and does not imply that AORN approves or endorses any product or service mentioned in any presentation, format, or content. The AORN Recognition program is separate from the AORN, ANCC Accredited Provider Unit and therefore does not include any CE credit for programs.
## HELMET
- TotalShield Surgical Helmet
  - 00990000100
- TotalShield Advanced Surgical Helmet with LED Lighting
  - 00990000200

## HOOD
- TotalShield Surgical Hood, Surgical
  - 00990030112

## TOGA
- TotalShield Zippered Surgical Toga, Regular (AAMI Level 3)
  - 00990031010
- TotalShield Zippered Surgical Toga, Large (AAMI Level 3)
  - 00990031110
- TotalShield Zippered Surgical Toga, XL (AAMI Level 3)
  - 00990031210

## ACCESSORIES
- TotalShield Six-Bay Smart Charger & Calibration System
  - 00990020000
- TotalShield Rechargeable Li-Ion Battery
  - 00990010200
- TotalShield Rechargeable Extended Life Li-Ion Battery
  - 00990010300
- TotalShield Surgical Helmet Headband Memory Foam Pads
  - 00990000400
- TotalShield Surgical Helmet Rear Cranial Support
  - 00990000306
- TotalShield Battery Charger Power Cord
  - 00990010100
- TotalShield Battery Holster
  - 00990010400

Contact your Zimmer sales representative for more information, or visit www.contact.zimmer.com

Disclaimer: This documentation is intended exclusively for physicians and is not intended for laypersons. Information on the products and procedures contained in this document is of a general nature and does not represent and does not constitute medical advice or recommendations. Because this information does not purport to constitute any diagnostic or therapeutic statement with regard to any individual medical case, each patient must be examined and advised individually, and this document does not replace the need for such examination and/or advice in whole or in part. Please refer to the package inserts for important product information, including, but not limited to, contraindications, warning, precautions, and adverse effects.
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